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p1 p2 pk  .In this paper, the authors study L = L = ??? = L boundedness of M fV , a
 .and T f , which are the k-sublinear fractional maximal operator and theV , a
k-linear fractional integral operator with rough kernel, respectively. Q 1996 Aca-
demic Press, Inc.
1. INTRODUCTION
s ny1.Suppose that V is homogeneous of degree zero and V g L S
 . ny1 ns ) 1 , where S denotes the unit sphere of R . Moreover, k G 2 will
 .denote an integer, u j s 1, 2, . . . , k will be fixed, distinct, and nonzeroj
real numbers, and 0 - a - n. It is said that p is the harmonic mean of
p , p , . . . , p ) 1 if 1rp s 1rp q 1rp q ??? q1rp . We denote f s1 2 k 1 2 k
 . pj n. p1f , f , . . . , f . If f g L R , j s 1, 2, . . . , k, then we say that f g L =1 2 k j
p2 pk n.L = ??? = L R . In the following we define the k-sublinear fractional
maximal operator by
1
< < < < < <M f x s sup V y f x y u y ??? f x y u y dy .  .  .  .  .HV , a 1 1 k knyar < <y -rr)0
and the k-linear fractional integral operator by
V y .
T f x s f x y u y ??? f x y u y dy. .  .  .  .H nyaV , a 1 1 k k
n < <yR
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It is worth pointing out that the study of L p1 = L p2 = ?= L pk bounded-
 .ness for T f is significant. In fact, when a s 0, almost nothing isV , a
known about the boundedness of the corresponding singular integral
operators, or even the maximal function, when p s 1. Thus considering an
a ) 0 is a natural simplification step toward the positive solution of the
problem for the singular integral operators. When k s 1 and u s 1, the1
weak boundedness, L p-boundedness, and the weighted L p-boundedness
of M and T have been studied. For example, Muckenhoupt andV , a V , a
w x pWheeden 9 set up the weighted L -boundedness of T for powerV , a
w xweights. Chanillo, Watson, and Wheeden 4 proved that T is of weakV , a
  .. w x ptype 1, nr n y a . In 6 , we studied the weighted L -boundedness of
w xM and T for general weights. On the other hand, Grafakos 7V , a V , a
p1 p2 pk  .studied the L = L = ??? = L boundedness for T f in the caseV , a
V ' 1 and k G 2. The aim of this paper is to obtain more general results
w x s ny1.  .than that of 7 for M and T , where V g L S , s ) nr n y a .V , a V , a
Let us now formulate our results as follows.
s ny1.  .THEOREM 1. Suppose that 0 - a - n, V g L S , s ) nr n y a .
Let p be the harmonic mean of p , p , . . . , p ) 1 and q satisfy 1rq s1 2 k
 . p1 p21rp y arn. Then T f is bounded operator from L = L = ??? =V , a
pk n. q n.  .  .L R to L R for nr n q a F p - nra equi¨ alently 1 F q - ` .
 .THEOREM 2. If a ,V, s, p, and q are as in Theorem 1, then M fV , a
p1 p2 pk n. q n.is a bounded operator from L = L = ??? = L R to L R for
 .  .nr n q a F p F nra equi¨ alently 1 F q F ` .
 .Theorem 2 contains the boundedness of M f in the endpoint caseV , a
 .p s nra , but the corresponding result for T f in this case does notV , a
hold. However, the following theorem can be regarded as the substitute of
 .the boundedness for T f in the endpoint case p s nra.V , a
s ny1.  .THEOREM 3. Suppose that 0 - a - n, V g L S , s G nr n y a .
Let p s nra be the harmonic mean of p , p , . . . , p ) 1. Let B s x g1 2 k
n < < 4 pj .  .R : x - R and f g L B j s 1, 2, . . . , k be supported on B. Then forj
 .any g - 1, there exists a constant C g depending only on n, a , u , and g ,0 j
such that
 .nr nya
L T f x .  .u V , a nexp ng dx F C g R , .H 0k5 5 5 5V  f /B n rnya . pjs1 j j
k < < n r pjwhere L s  u andu js1 j
 .nya rn
n rnya .X X5 5 < <V s V x ds x . .  .n rnya . H /ny1S
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w xClearly, if letting V ' 1 then Theorem 3 is just Theorem 3 in 7 . In
proving Theorems 1]3, the k-sublinear maximal operator defined by
1
< < < < < <M f x s sup V y f x y u y ??? f x y u y dy .  .  .  .  .HV 1 1 k knr < <y -rr)0
will play a key role. In fact, the proofs of Theorems 1]3 depend heavily on
 .the following theorem for M f .V
THEOREM 4. Let p be the harmonic mean of p , p , . . . , p ) 1. Then we1 2 k
ha¨e the following conclusions.
 . s ny1.  . p1 p2i If p ) 1, V g L S , s G 1, then M f maps L = L =V
pk n. p n.??? = L R into L R .
 . q  ny1.  . p1 p2ii If p s 1, V g L log L S , then M f maps L = L = ??? =V
pk n. 1, ` n.L R into L R .
However, the following theorem will show that the conclusion of Theo-
rem 3 is also valid for g s 1.
n rnya . ny1.THEOREM 5. Suppose that 0 - a - n, V g L S , and p s
nra is the harmonic mean of p , p , . . . , p ) 1. Then there is a constant1 2 k
 . pj .C s C n, a depending only on n and a such that for all f g L B with0 0 j
 n < < 4B s x g R : x - R ,
 .nr nya
L T f x .  .u V , a nexp n dx F C R .H 0k5 5 5 5V  f /B n rnya . pjs1 j j
The proof of Theorem 5 is based on the following result on the
exponential integrability of fractional integrals with rough kernel in the
endpoint case p s nra.
n rnya . ny1.THEOREM 6. Let 0 - a - n and V g L S . Then there is a
 .constant C s C n, a depending only on n and a such that for all0 0
n ra  .  n < < 4f g L B with B s x g R : x - R ,
 .nr nya1 T f x .  .V , a
exp n dx F C .H 0< < 5 5 5 5 /B V fB n rnya . n ra
w xTheorem 6 is an extension of Theorem 2 in 1 , where Adams proved
a sharp form of the certain limiting case of the Sobolev embedding theo-
rem by the exponential integrability for the Riesz potential of order a
 .0 - a - n .
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2. SOME LEMMAS
 . .Let us begin by proving a pointwise estimation of T f x .V , a
s ny1.  .LEMMA 1. Suppose that 0 - a - n, V g L S , s ) nr n y a , and
 .1rp q 1rp q ??? q1rp s 1. Then for any r, nr n y a - r - s, there1 2 k
are constants k and k , such that for any d ) 0 and any f g L p1 =1 2
p2 pk n.L = ??? = L R , the following equality
< < aT f x F k d M f x .  .  .  .V , a 1 V
1rrXk
X 1rrayn r r 5 5 rq k d f M f x 2.1 .  .  . p2 j Vj /js1
holds.
Proof. For any d ) 0,
V y .
T f x s f x y u y ??? f x y u y dy .  .  .  .H nyaV , a 1 1 k k
n < <yR
V y .
s f x y u y ??? f x y u y dy .  .H nya 1 1 k k< <y< <y -d
V y .
q f x y u y ??? f x y u y dy .  .H nya 1 1 k k< <y< <y Gd
[ I q I .1 2
Let us now estimate I and I , respectively. Obviously,1 2
` V y .
< <I s f x y u y ??? f x y u y dy .  . H nya1 1 1 k kyjy1 y j < <y< <2 dF y -2 djs0
`
aynyjy1 < < < < < <F 2 d V y f x y u y ??? f x y u y dy .  .  .  . H 1 1 k kyj< <y -2 djs0
F k d aM f x , .  .1 V
where k s 2 nya` 2yj a. Let us turn to the estimation of I . Since1 js0 2
 .  .  .nr n y a - r, we can choose an « ) 0 such that n q « r n y a - r.
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 . X  .Write n y a s n q « rr q nrr y a q «rr . By Holder's inequality, weÈ
have
V y 1 .
< <I s ? ? f x y u y ??? f x y u y dyX  .  .H2 1 1 k knq« .r r n r r yaq« r r .< < < << < y yy Gd
1rr
V y .
< < < <F f x y u y ??? f x y u y dy .  .H nq« 1 1 k k /< <y< <y Gd
1rrX< < < <f x y u y ??? f x y u y .  .1 1 k k
? dyXH ny aq« r r . r /< << < yy Gd
[ J ? J .21 22
For J , we have21
1rr
` < <V y r .
< < < <J s f x y u y ??? f x y u y dy .  . H nq«21 1 1 k k
j jq1 < < /y< <2 dF y -2 djs0
`
 .y nq« rj < < < <F 2 d V y f x y u y ??? .  .  . H 1 1
jq1 < <y -2 djs0
1rr
< <= f x y u y dy .k k /
1rrX y« r r
rF k d M f x , .  .2 V
X  n ` yj« .1r r  .  .where k s 2  2 . On the other hand, by r ) n q « r n y a ,2 js0
 . Xwe get n y a q «rr r ) 0. Thus, by Holder's inequality, we haveÈ
1rrX
Xaq« r r . r yn < < < <J F d f x y u y ??? f x y u y dy .  .H22 1 1 k k /< <y Gd
X1rr1rpjk
X paq« r ryn r r j< <G d f x y u y dy . H j j /< <y Gdjs1
1rrXk
X Xy1r r aq« r ryn r r 5 5G L d f . pu j j /js1
Thus, by letting k s kX Ly1r r
X
, we have2 2 u
1rrXk
X 1rrayn r r< < 5 5 rI F J ? J F k d f M f x . .  . p2 21 22 2 j Vj /js1
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Therefore
< < < < < < aT f x F I q I F k d M f x .  .  .  .V , a 1 2 1 V
1rrXk
X 1rrayn r r 5 5 rq k d f M f x . .  . p2 j Vj /js1
This is the conclusion of Lemma 1.
s ny1.LEMMA 2. Suppose that 0 - a - n, V g L S , s G 1. Then there is
a C ) 0 depending only on n and a , such that
< <M f x F CT f x , 2.2 .  .  .  .  .V , a < V < , a
< <  < < < <.where f s f , . . . , f .1 k
Proof. Denote
< <V y .
< < < < < <T f x s f x y u y ??? f x y u y dy. .  .  .  .H nya< V < , a , j 1 1 k k
jy1 j < <y< <2 F y -2
Then
< < < <T f x s T f x . 2.3 .  .  .  .  .< V < , a < V < , a , j
jgZ
Since
< <T f x .  .< V < , a , j
< <V y .
< < < <s f x y u y ??? f x y u y dy .  .H nya 1 1 k k
jy1 j < <y< <2 F y -2
jayn. < < < < < <G 2 V y f x y u y ??? f x y u y dy .  .  .H 1 1 k k
jy1 j< <2 F y -2
jayn. < < < < < <s 2 V y f x y u y ??? f x y u y dy .  .  .H 1 1 k k
j< <y -2
< < < < < <y V y f x y u y ??? f x y u y dy .  .  .H 1 1 k k
jy1< <y -2
1
< < < < < <s V y f x y u y ??? f x y u y dy .  .  .H 1 1 k kjnya . j2 < <y -2
2 ayn
< < < < < <y V y f x y u y ??? f x y u y dy , .  .  .H 1 1 k k jy1.nya . jy12 < <y -2
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we have
< <T f x .  .< V < , a , j
2 ayn
< < < < < <q V y f x y u y ??? f x y u y dy .  .  .H 1 1 k k jy1.nya . jy12 < <y -2
1
< < < < < <G V y f x y u y ??? f x y u y dy. .  .  .H 1 1 k kjnya . j2 < <y -2
Let us take the supremum for j g Z on two sides of the above inequality.
We get
1
ayn< <sup T f x G 1 y 2 sup .  .  .< V < , a , j jnya .2jgZ jgZ
= < < < < < <V y f x y u y ??? f x y u y dy. .  .  .H 1 1 k k
j< <y -2
2.4 .
On the other hand, it is easy to prove that
1
< <M f x ; Sup V y .  .  .HV , a jnya . j2 < <y -2jgZ
< < < <= f x y u y ??? f x y u y dy. 2.5 .  .  .1 1 k k
Thus, the conclusion of Lemma 2 will follow by observing that the left
 .  < <. .hand side of 2.4 is bounded by T f x .< V < , a
 4  .LEMMA 3. For any 0 - « - min a , n y a , there is a C s C « , a , n
such that
1r2 1r2< <T f x F C M f x M f x . 2.6 .  .  .  .  .  .  .V , a V , aq« V , ay«
n  4Proof. Given x g R and « ) 0 with « - min a , n y a , we choose d
such that
d 2 « s M f x rM f x . .  .  .  .V , aq« V , ay«
Now we put
V y .
T f x s f x y u y ??? f x y u y dy .  .  .  .H nyaV , a 1 1 k k
n < <yR
V y .
s f x y u y ??? f x y u y dy .  .H nya 1 1 k k< <y< <y -d
V y .
q f x y u y ??? f x y u y dy .  .H nya 1 1 k k< <y< <y Gd
[ I q I .1 2
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Obviously,
` < <V y .
< < < < < <I F f x y u y ??? f x y u y dy .  . H nya1 1 1 k kyjy1 y j < <y< <2 dF y -2 djs0
`
aynyjy1 < < < < < <F 2 d V y f x y u y ??? f x y u y dy .  .  .  . H 1 1 k kyj< <y -2 djs0
`
«nya yjF 2 2 d M f x .  .  . V , ay«
js0
F C d «M f x .  .1 V , ay«
and
` <V y .
< < < < < <I F f x y u y ??? f x y u y dy .  . H nya2 1 1 k k
jy1 j < <y< <2 dF y -2 djs1
`
aynjy1 < < < < < <F 2 d V y f x y u y ??? f x y u y dy .  .  .  . H 1 1 k k
j< <y -2 djs1
F C dy« M f x , .  .2 V , aq«
where C , C depend only on n, « , and a . Thus, we have1 2
« y«< <T f x F C d M f x q d M f x .  .  .  .  .  .V , a V , ay« V , aq«
and with the above election of d , the lemma is proved.
 . .3. BOUNDEDNESS OF M f x AND ITS COROLLARIESV
In this section we will prove Theorem 4 and its consequences on the
 . .  . .weak boundedness of T f x and M f xV , a V , a
Proof of Theorem 4. Let us recall that if k s 1, u s 1, and V g1
1 ny1. p n.  .L S , then M is a bounded operator on L R p ) 1 by CalderonÂV
w x q  ny1.and Zygmund 3 and if k s 1, u s 1, and V g Llog L S , then M1 V
 . w xis weak type 1, 1 by Christ and Rubio de Francia 5 . Hence the conclu-
 .sion i of Theorem 4 can be easily deduced from Holder's inequality andÈ
the result of Calderon and Zygmund mentioned above. Let us now turn toÂ
 . w xthe proof of ii . The idea of the proof is taken from 8 . By Holder'sÈ
inequality, we have
k
1rpjp jM f x F M f x . 3.1 .  .  .  . .V V j
js1
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For any l ) 0, let « s l, « s 1, and « , « , . . . , « ) 0 be arbitrary0 k 1 2 ky1
 .which will be chosen later. Thus, by 3.1 and the above, we get
k
1rpjn n pjx g R : M f x ) l ; x g R : M f x ) « r« . 4 .  .  . .D  5V V j jy1 j
js1
3.2 .
Let us now take « , « , . . . , « ) 0 such that1 2 ky1
1rpjk 5 5«  f pj js1 j js , j s 1, 2, . . . , k . 3.3 .pj5 5« l f 1jy1 j
 .  .  .Therefore, combining 3.2 , 3.3 with the weak 1, 1 boundedness of MV
w x5 , we get
k
pjp jx : MV f x ) l F x : M f x ) « r« 4 .  .  .  . .  5V j jy1 j
js1
k
pj p j5 5F C « r« f . 1j jy1 j
js1
k
5 5F Crl f . pj j
js1
 .This is the conclusion of ii in Theorem 4.
From Theorem 4 we can deduce the following weak boundedness of
 . .  . .T f x and M f xV , a V , a
s ny1.  .COROLLARY 1. Suppose that 0 - a - n, V g L S , s ) nr n y a .
 .If the harmonic mean of p , p , . . . , p ) 1 is one, then T f is a bounded1 2 k V , a
p1 p2 pk n. n rnya ., ` n.operator from L = L = ??? = L R to L R .
 .COROLLARY 2. Under the conditions as Corollary 1, the operator M fV , a
p1 p2 pk n. n rnya .,` n.is also bounded from L = L = ??? = L R to L R .
 . p1Proof of Corollary 1. For any l ) 0 and any f s f , . . . , f g L =1 k
p2 pk  . k 5 5 .1rnya .  .L = ??? = L , we take d s 1rl  f . By 2.1 , we havepjs1 j j
< <x : T f x ) l 4 .  .V , a
aF x : k d M f x ) lr2 4 .  .1 V
X1rrk
X 1rrayn r r 5 5 rq x : k d f M f x ) lr2 .  . p2 j Vj 5 /js1
[ A q B.
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 .Let us now give the estimations of A and B as follows. By ii of Theorem
4, we have
l
A s x : M f x ) .  .V a 52k d1
a k2k d1
5 5F C f p1 j jl js1
 .ar nyak k1 1
5 5 5 5s C 2k f ? f p p1 1 j jj j /  /l ljs1 js1
 .nr nyak1
5 5s C 2k f , p1 1 j j /l js1
where C depends only on n and s, but not on l, d , and f. For B, we get1
X1rrk
X 1rrayn r r 5 5 rB s x : k d f M f x ) lr2 .  . p2 j Vj 5 /js1
r¡ ¦l~ ¥
rs x : M f x ) X .  .V 1rrX
ayn r r k¢ § /5 52k d  f p .2 js1 j j
rX1rrX
ayn r r k k5 52k d  f p .2 js1 j j 5 5F C f , p2 j j / /l js1
 . r sr r ny1.where we use again ii of Theorem 4, since V g L S and srr ) 1.
And C is also independent of l, d , and f. So with the election of d and2
rrrX s r y 1, we have
rX1rrk k1 Xr a rynrr r5 5 5 5B F C 2k f f ? d .  p p2 2 j jj j /  / /l js1 js1
r  .  .a rynrqn r nyak k1 1r
5 5 5 5F C 2k f f .  p p2 2 j jj j /  /l ljs1 js1
 .nr nyak1r
5 5s C 2k f . .  p2 2 j j /l js1
Thus, we complete the proof of Collorary 1.
It is easy to see that the conclusion of Collorary 2 is a direct conse-
quence of Collorary 1 and Lemma 2.
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4. PROOFS OF THEOREMS 1 AND 2
We shall alternatively prove Theorems 1 and 2. The proof will be
divided into two steps according to the range of p.
  . .Case I. 1 - p - nra equi¨ alently nr n y a - q - ` . Let us first
 .prove Theorem 2 in this case. By Collorary 2, M f is a boundedV , a
p1 p2 pk n. n rnya .,` n.operator from L = L = ??? = L R to L R when 1rp q1
 .1rp q ??? q1rp s 1. If we can prove that M f is bounded from2 k V , a
p1 p2 pk n. ` n.L = L = ??? = L R to L R with 1rp q 1rp q ??? q1rp s1 2 k
 .arn, then by the Marcinkiewicz interpolation theorem, M f is boundedV , a
p1 p2 pk n. q n.from L = L = ??? = L R to L R , where 1rp q 1rp q1 2
??? q1rp s 1rp, 1 - p - nra , and 1rq s 1rp y arn. Hence it remainsk
5  .5  . p1to show that M f is bounded when f s f , . . . , f g L =`V , a 1 k
p2 pk n.L = ??? = L R and 1rp q 1rp q ??? q1rp s arn. Since s G1 2 k
 . s ny1.nr n y a and V g L S , by Holder's inequality, we haveÈ
1
< < < < < <M f x s sup V y f x y u y ??? f x y u y dy .  .  .  .  .HV , a 1 1 k knyar < <y -rr)0
 .nya rn1 n rnya .< <F sup V y dy .Hnya  /r < <y -rr)0
arn
n ra< <? f x y u y ??? f x y u y dy .  .H 1 1 k k /< <y -r
5 5F V n rnya .
arn
n ra< <= sup f x y u y ??? f x y u y dy . .  .H 1 1 k k /< <y -rr)0
Let l s p arn. Since 1rp q 1rp q ??? q1rp s arn, we have 1rl qj j 1 2 k 1
 .1rl q ??? q1rl s 1. Using Holder's inequality for l , l , . . . , l , we getÈ2 k 1 2 k
arn
n ra< <f x y u y ??? f x y u y dy .  .H 1 1 k k /< <y -r
arl njk
l n raj< <F f x y u y dy . H j j /< <y -rjs1
1rpjk
pj< <s f x y u y dy . H j j /< <y -rjs1
k
5 5F C f . pu j j
js1
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Therefore, we have
k
5 5 5 5M f x F C V f . 4.1 .  .  .n rnya . pV , a u j j
js1
This confirms our claim. Thus, the conclusion of Theorem 2 in Case I
holds. Now we turn to the proof of Theorem 1 in Case I. Since 1 - p -
 4nra , 1rq s 1rp y arn, we can choose « ) 0 with « - min a , n y a
such that
1rq y «rn ) 0 and 1rq q «rn - 1.
By letting 1rq s 1rq y «rn and 1rq s 1rq q «rn, we have1 2
1rq s 1rp y a q « rn and 1rq s 1rp y a y « rn. .  .1 2
From the conclusion of Theorem 2 in Case I, it follows that
k




5 5 5 5M f F C f 4.3 .  .q pV , aq« j1 j
js1
Now if we denote l s 2 q rq and l s 2 q rq, then it is easy to check that1 1 2 2
 .l , l ) 1 and 1rl q 1rl s 1. Thus, by 2.6 and Holder's inequality for lÈ1 2 1 2 1
and l , we get2
1rq
qr2 qr25 5T f F C M f x M f x dx .  .  .  .  .q HV , a V , aq« V , ay« /nR
1r l q1
l qr21F C M f x dx .  .H V , aq« /nR
1r l q2
l qr22= M f x dx .  .H V , ay« /nR
1r2 q1
q1s C M f x dx .  .H V , aq« /nR
1r2 q2
q2= M f x dx .  .H V , aq« /nR
k
5 5F C f , pj j
js1
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 .  .where we use 4.2 and 4.3 in the last step above. This completes the
proof of Theorem 1 in Case I.
 .   ..Case II. nr n q a F p F 1 equi¨ alently 1 F q F nr n y a .
In this case we first give the proof of Theorem 1 by an induction on k.
Assume that k s 2 and p G p ) 1. Let us first consider the case of1 2
q s 1. Since p - nra , we have p - nra. For q s 1, we have2
< <V y .
5 5 < < < <T f F f x y u y f x y u y dy dx .  .  .1 H H nyaV , a 1 1 2 2
n n < <yR R
< <V y .
< < < <s f x y u y f x y u y dx dy .  .H Hnya 1 1 2 2
n n< <yR R
< <V y .
< < < <s f x f x y u y u y dx dy .  . .H Hnya 1 2 2 1
n n< <yR R
< <V y .
< < < <s f x f x y u y u y dy dx .  . .H H nya1 2 2 2
n n < <yR R
< <V y .ya< < < < < <s u y u f x f x y y dy dx .  .H H nya2 1 1 2
n n < <yR R
< < < <s C u , u , a f x T f x dx .  .  . .H1 2 1 < V < , a 2
nR
5 5 5 < < 5 XF C u , u , a f T f . .  .p p1 2 2 < V < , a 21 1
Note that q s 1 implies 1rpX s 1rp y arn. Since 1 - p - nra and1 2 2
s ny1.  .  p q.V g L S , s ) nr n y a , we may apply L , L -boundedness for
5  < <.5T to obtain T f . Thus, we getpV , a < V < , a 2 2
2
5 5 5 5T f F C f . 4.4 .  .1 pV , a u , a j j
js1
 .For the general case 1 - q F nr n y a , the conclusion follows from the
 .multilinear interpolation theorem between 4.4 and the conclusion of
Theorem 1 in Case I.
Now, suppose that the conclusion of Theorem 1 in Case II is true for
k y 1, k G 3. We shall show that it is also true for k. Again we first
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consider the case q s 1. We may assume without loss of generality that
p G p G ??? G p ) 1. Now,1 2 k
< <V y .
5 5 < < < <T f F f x y u y ??? f x y u y dy dx .  .  .1 H H nyaV , a 1 1 k k
n n < <yR R
< <V y .
< < < < < <s f x f x y j y ??? f x y j y dy dx , .  .  .H H nya1 2 2 k k
n n < <yR R
where j s u y u , j s 2, 3, . . . , k and mutually distinct. Thus, we havej j 1
5 5 5 5 5 < < < < 5 XT f F f ? T f , . . . , f . 4.5 .  . .1 p pV , a 1 < V < , a 2 k1 1
Denote q by 1rq s 1rp y 1rp , then we have the following conclusions:1 1 1
i 1rq s 1rp q 1rp q ??? q1rp . . 1 2 3 k
Xii 1rp s 1rq y arn. . 4.6 .1 1
iii nr n q a F q - nra . .  . 1
 .  .In fact, i is obvious by the choice of q . For ii , from q s 1 it follows1
1 s 1rp y arn s 1rq q 1rp y arn,1 1
i.e.,
1rpX s 1rq y arn.1 1
 .  .Moreover, we can see that iii is deduced from ii and the fact 1rq -1
 .  .  .  .1rp s n q a rn. Thus, if 1 - q - nra , then by i , ii of 4.6 and the1
result of Theorem 1 in Case I, we see that
k
X5 < < < < 5 5 5T f , . . . , f F C f . 4.7 . . p p< V < , a 2 k j j1 j
js2
 .  .  .  .If nr n q a F q F 1, by i , ii of 4.6 and the induction hypothesis, we
get also
k
X5 < < < < 5 5 5T f , . . . , f F C f . 4.8 . . p p< V < , a 2 k j j1 j
js2
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 .  .  .Combining 4.5 , 4.7 with 4.8 , we obtain
k
5 5 5 5T f F C f . 4.9 .  .1 pV , a u j j
js1
 .Using again the multilinear interpolation theorem between 4.9 and the
conclusion of Theorem 1 in Case I, we get
k
5 5 5 5T f F C f 4.10 .  .q pV , a u j j
js1
 .   ..for nr n q a F p F 1 equivalently 1 F q F nr n y a . This finishes
the proof of Theorem 1 in Case II. By this and Lemma 2, we can
immediately obtain the conclusion of Theorem 2 in this case.
5. PROOF OF THEOREM 3
5 5Let us first assume that f s 1, j s 1, 2, . . . , k. From the process ofpj j
proving Lemma 1 we see that for any d ) 0 and x g B,
< < aT f x F k d M f x .  .  .  .V , a 1 V
< <V y .
< <q f x y u y ??? f x y u y dy. 5.1 .  .  .H nya 1 1 k k< <y< <y Gd
Since all f are supported on the ball B and x g B, we havej
< <V y .
< <f x y u y ??? f x y u y dy .  .H nya 1 1 k k< <y< <y Gd
< <V y .
< <s f x y u y ??? f x y u y dy , 5.2 .  .  .H nya 1 1 k k< <y< <dF y F2 s R
 < < < < < <4  .where s s min 1r u , 1r u , . . . , 1r u . Thus, by 5.2 and Holder'sÈ1 2 k
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 .inequality with the exponents p , p , . . . , p and nr n y a , we get1 2 k
< <V y .
< <f x y u y ??? f x y u y dy .  .H nya 1 1 k k< <y< <y Gd
 .nya rn .nr nya< <V y .
F dyH nya /< < /y< <dF y F2 s R
1rp1
p1< <? f x y u y dy ??? .H 1 1 /< <dF y F2 s R
1rpk
pk< <= f x y u y dy .H k k /< <dF y F2 s R
 .nya rn
n rnya . yny1 < < < <F L ? V y ? y dy .Hu  /< <dF y F2 s R
 .nya rndr2s Rn rnya .X Xy1 < <s L ? V y ds y .  .H Hu  /ny1 rS d
 .nya rn2s R
y1 5 5s L ? V ? log ,n rnya .u  /d
k < < n r pj  .where L s  u . Thus, by 5.1 and the above, we obtainu js1 j
 .nya rn2s R
a y1< < 5 5T f x F k d M f x q L ? V ? log , .  .  .  . n rnya .V , a 1 V u  /d
5.3 .
provided x g B and 0 - d F 2s R. In particular, the choice of d s 2s R
<  . . <  .a  . .yields T f x F k 2s R M f x for all x g B and therefore theV , a 1 V
election of
1ra< <d s d x s « T f x rk M f x .  .  .  .  .V , a 1 V
 .will satisfy d F 2s R for all « F 1. Now, 5.3 implies
< < a < <T f x F « T f x .  .  .  .V ,a V , a
 .nya rnn1ra1 2s R k M f x .  .1 Vq A ? log , 5.4 .1r a /n < <« T , a f x .  .V
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y1 5 5  a .n rnya .  .where A s L ? V . If we denote g s 1 y « , then 5.4n rnya .u
is equivalent to
nrang h M f x .  .Vn rnya .< <T f x F log , 5.5 .  .  .V , an rnya . n ra /A < <T f x .  .V , a
 .n yn n ra  .where h s 2s R « k . By exponentiating 5.5 , we get1
nrang h M f x .  .Vn rnya .< <exp T f x F . 5.6 .  .  .V , an rnya . n ra /A < <T f x .  .V , a
 <  . . < 4  .  .Let B s x g B : T f x G 1 and B s B _ B . By 5.6 and i of1 V , a 2 1
Theorem 4, we have
ng nran rnya .< <exp T f x dx F h M f x dx .  .  .  .H HV , a Vn rnya . /AB B1 1
F C h s C «ynRn ,1 2
n ra  .nwhere C s C k 2s . On the other hand,2 1 1
ng nn rnya .< < < <exp T f x dx F exp ? B .  .H V , a 2n rnya . n rnya . /  /A AB2
F C v Rn s C Rn ,3 n 4
where v denotes the volume of the unit ball in R n. Thus, adding then
integrals above over B and B , we have1 2
 .nr nyaT f x .  .V , a nexp ng dx F C g R , 5.7 .  .H 0 /AB
 .  4  nya .r n.yn ra ..where C g s max C , C 1 q 1 y g . Let us now turn to0 2 4
5 5  . 5 5the general f. If f / 1 j s 1, 2, . . . , k , then we denote g s f r fp pj j j jj j
 .and g s g , . . . , g . Obviously, we have1 k
k
< < < < 5 5T g x s T f x f . 5.8 .  .  .  .  . pV , a V , a j j
js1
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 .  .Combining 5.7 with 5.8 , we get
 .nr nya
T f x .  .V , a nexp ng dx F C g R , .H 0k 5 5A f /B pjs1 j j
which is just our assertion.
6. PROOFS OF THEOREMS 5 AND 6
w xLike the proof of Theorem 1 and 2 , Theorem 5 is actually a direct
consequence of Theorem 6 by using a multilinear interpolation theorem
 . w xfor the Orlicz spaces with the Luxember norm given in 2 . Therefore, it
will suffice to prove Theorem 6.
 . <As usual we denote the distribution function of f by l s s x g
n <  . < 4 <  .  .R : f x ) s s ) 0 , the nonincreasing rearrangement of f by f * t s
  . 4  .  .  . t  .  .inf s : l x F t t ) 0 and f ** t s 1rt H f * s ds t ) 0 .0
n rnya . ny1.  .LEMMA 4. Suppose that 0 - a - n, V g L S , and K x s
 . < < nyaV x r x . Then we ha¨e
 .nya rnA
K* t s 6.1 .  . /nt
and
n
K** t s K* t , 6.2 .  .  .
a
5 5 n rnya .where A s V .n rnya .
The conclusion of Lemma 4 can be easily deduced by a direct computa-
tion. We omit the detail here.
 w x.  .LEMMA 5. Adams 1 . Let a s, t be a nonnegati¨ e measurable function
 . w .on y`,q ` = 0,q ` such that
a s, t F 1, a.e., if 0 - s - t , 6.3 .  .
1rpX
X`0 p
Sup q a s, t ds s b - `. 6.4 .  .H H /y` tt)0
 .Then there is a constant C s C p, b such that for f G 0 with0 0
` p










F t s t y a s, t f s ds . 6.7 .  .  .  .H /y`
Let us now turn to prove Theorem 6. We should point out that the idea
w xof the proof here is the same as the one of Theorem 2 in 1 . Let us first
5 5  w x.assume that f s 1. Using O'Neil's lemma Lemma 1.5 in 10 for then ra
rearrangement of a convolution, we have
U
T f t F T f ** t .  .  .  . .  .V ,a V , a
`
UUF tf t K** t q f * s K* s ds .  .  .  .H
t
1rpXA X Xt < <By1r p y1r ps pt f * s ds q f * s s ds , .  .H H / /n 0 t
6.8 .
X  .where and below p s nra , p s nr n y a .
Let
1, for 0 - s - t ,¡
X tys.r p~a s, t s . pe , for t - s - `,¢
0, for y ` - s F 0,
and




Sup q a s, t ds s p - ` .H H /y` tt)0
and
` < <Bp p p< <f s ds q f * s ds s f x dx F 1. .  .  .H H H
y` 0 B
 .  .  .  .Thus, a s, t and f s satisfy 6.3 ] 6.5 . By Lemma 5, there is a
constant C depending only on p such that0
`
yF  t .e dt F C , 6.9 .H 0
0




F t s t y a s, t f s ds . .  .  .H /y`
 .  .On the other hand, from the definitions of a s, t and f s , it follows that
t 1r p ys ysr p< < < <F t s t y B f * B e e ds .  .H
0
pX
` X 1r p tys.r p ys ysr p< < < <q pe B f * B e e ds . .H 5
t
By the change of variables, we have
pX< < < <B B X Xt < <By1r p y1r pF log s log y pt f * s ds q f * s s ds .  .H H 5 /t t 0 t
6.10 .
 .  .  .Combining 6.8 , 6.9 with 6.10 , we get
` < <ByF  t . y1 yF  log < B < r t ..C G e dt s t e dtH H0
0 0
pX < <BX X< < t < <B By1 y1r p y1r ps t exp pt f * s dsq f * s s ds ylog dt .  .H H H 5 / t0 0 0
pX1 X X< < t < <B By1r p y1r ps exp pt f * s ds q f * s s ds dt .  .H H H 5 /< <B 0 0 0
1 n X< <B pG exp T f * t dt .  . .H V , a 5< <B A0
1 n Xp< <s exp T f x dx , .  .H V , a 5< <B A< <B
i.e.,
 .nr nya1 T f x .  .V , a
exp n dx F C , 6.11 .H 0 5< < 5 5B V< <B n rnya .
5 5where f s 1.n ra
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5 5Now let us consider the general case. If f / 1, then we denoten ra
5 5g s fr f . Thus,n ra
< < < < 5 5T g x s T f x r f .  .  .  . n raV , a V , a
5 5  .and g s 1. From 6.11 , it follows thatn ra
 .nr nya1 T f x .  .V , a
exp n dx F C .H 0 5< < 5 5 5 5B V f< <B n rnya . n ra
This finishes the proof of Theorem 6.
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